January 21, 2010
Hello SEC,
I'm writing because I've watched naked short sellers destroying stock shares of
companies for the last decade. Every so often, somebody actually lifted a finger to do
something, usually too little too late. At first I couldn't believe it, that the SEC was
powerless to stop the ravages, but then I watched as I was forced to believe it. Due to
losses from naked short sellers attacking my dad's stocks, we were unable to provide him
with medical care and he died in 1995. So now I realize beyond convincing otherwise
that when someone steals peoples' life savings by naked short selling fraud, they are
committing murder by denying all those victims who are counting on those funds for
their medical treatment. In short, the thieves are murderers.
Funny, isn't it? The armed services and civilian agencies all use violent methods to
protect us from harm and keep us safe at nights in our homes. Someone asked me, and
maybe you can give me the answer for them, if we have the choice and capability to stop
the violence naked short sellers are committing against those victims who now are going
to die because they are reduced to paupers with the cheapest, poorest of medical care, like
one man who couldn't afford a $15,000 bladder operation who then was sent home to
die/struggle on (he died), when laws and actions based on laws aren't capable to stop or
just aren't doing it, who do we let die? Do we let the victims die, Greg? or is it better that
the short selling thieves die that murder them?
I don't have an answer. What do you have to say? I'll be glad to pass the message along.
This is why people liked Bonnie & Clyde, who my grandpa RE Newman gotinto a
famous Mexican standoff with here in San Antone, during the bank failures. Sure, they
were murderers, but the banking thieves who left the people penniless and their stocks
worthless murdered thousands across the country who died of everything from starvation
to broken hearts.
I'm ashamed to say I'm an American. Just look at all the money lost to drugs every day.
Yesterday, driving down one of our 'nice' streets, I noticed only 1 out of 5 streetlights
were on. Conserving energy. Conserving MONEY due to all the rip-off artists that
destroyed our economy, our country. Add to them the drug money going out of our city
and all the others. If it wasn't for all these criminals in banking, stocks and drugs, our
streets would have TWICE as many lights on them and ALL of them would be working;
our streets' pavement wouldn't have holes and bumps on main thoroughfares or side
streets; our schools, cars, clothes, neighborhoods, society, would be a wonderland of
beauty overflowing with bounty. Instead we've all been robbed.
Your streets in your city are the same way. However nice you think it is today, just tell
yourselves to imagine what it COULD look like if all that drug money wasn't sapped
from us every day and sent to our enemies around the world (certainly they aren't our
friends hooking our country on drugs, are they?). People would all have jobs. Everywhere

there would be beautiful benches to sit on, homes prettier, people happier from not being
out of work, much less anger in the streets which is now the norm in San Antonio not just
on highways here but now on every street anger flows and provocations abound. People
wouldn't be dying in the winter because they didn't have heat or in the summer because
they couldn't afford a lousy stinking fan. Cities would be able to provide all the services
to all the people that need them.
But stock/banking thieves and drug lords, this current America is what we have to give
thanks to them for. And don't tell me, Love it or leave it. My dad is HR Newman on the
cover of Stars & Stripes who did plenty for the country in the war and here at home.
What I'm saying is the truth. People are living an illusion, most of us are. All we have to
do to see that is to imagine how it would be, not the impossible dream, but how it would
be if only this country's people weren't being drained by stock and banking thieves
alongside the drug lords they all too often launder the money for.
Remember, however beautiful you think your neighborhood is, that's NOTHING
compared to how it would be without the thieves (murderers) draining us. Think about it
the next time your loved ones can't afford their medications because their deductible is so
high it takes all their food/spare money to afford it, and then they end up staying home
eating sandwiches the rest of the month ... when these $1000 - 10,000 treatments can't be
reduced because any money that could help reduce that has gone into the pockets of
thieves, murderers, drug lords.
I know you can't do it all yourself. When we worked in police work, we didn't know who
we could trust ... at the San Antonio Police Department! That many of them were on the
take from ... drug lords. Maybe you're in the same boat. Dirty officials who are deadly
and threaten your families. Maybe we should stop fighting fair.
The streets and homes of America are NOT nearly as wonderful as they SHOULD be.
There is power in the people. You have to continue to appeal to the masses of people and
trust that the good ones will come to your aid. Don't give up and don't give in. Infiltrate
those bastards, destroy them, take back the booty. This is war.
Sincerely,
Greg Newman

